**SISCalendar**

**Team**
- Michael Caputo, Zach Masiello, Ethan Mick, Shawn Thompson
- Faculty Coach: Samuel Malachowsky
- Sponsor: Xiuli Gong, Lisa Hupf, Rick Myles, Kim Sowers

**Why**
- A new version of Student Information System (SIS) rolled out in 2012.
- Students could not download calendars to their devices.
- Adding functionality to the new SIS would make it harder to maintain.
- Student Government sent out a survey asking students what they wanted in the new SIS.
  - Download Class Schedule
  - View Classes on Map

**Methodology**

**Semester 1: Evolutionary Delivery**

**Semester 2: Scrum**

**System Architecture**

- SIS Gateway
- RIT Maps
- Google Calendar

**System Features**

- Download your class schedule or import it into Google Calendar.
- Download your final exams or import them Google Calendar.
- View where classes are on the RIT map with easy to find building popups.
- Can download different terms. Classes do not show up on holidays.
- Integrates with SIS Gateway to get student information.
- Website is mobile friendly and downloading iCal integrates straight into Android and iOS.
- Classes in your calendar include professor name, email and links to the map so you can find your classes on the go.

**Technology**

- Bootstrap
- Struts
- Java